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1. INTRODUCTIOH

Access to open bottom decays offers the possibil ity of measuring one or

more of the fundamental constants of nature. The recent confirmation

of the second excited state T" at 10.38 GeV gives one confidence ttiat

the potential-model calculat ions of the T-system are reliable. In

particular these calculat ions predict the existence of a third exci ted

state T'" at 10.63 GeV, which is expected to lie in the continuuui just

above the Bß threshold. This state shoutd prove to be a uniquely intense

source of open bottom (B- ) inesons - an open bottom factory. Such i source

should be capable of producing B's in sufficient number to observe their

rare decay niodes. This w i l l make it possible to

(1) measure the raMo of the Kobayashi-Maskawa angles

8?/o3 ,

(2) detect B-B mixing, and

(3} observe a new source of CP-v io lat ion and determine

its fundamental parameter 5.

It is the a im of this work to present detailed estimates of the running

times needed to carry out the above measurements.

2. THE JSj - S1ATES OF THE T-SYSTEM

The T-system is known experimentally to have at least three bound states'

T : m = 9.46 ± 0.01 GeV

T1 : m , = 10.01 i 0.02 GeV

= 1.26 t 0.09 keV

= 0.33 i 0.1 keV

T": m r" = 10.34 ± 0.04 GeV r£e = 0.33 keV (calculated)

Various calculat ions of the T-spectrum indicate the exis tence of a fourth

state a'

T'" : mT„. = 10.63 GeV r£"' = 0.18 k e V .
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H is not known yet whether this state lies above or below the bottom

threshold, However, one Suggestion that it l ies in the continuum is

provided by the rule '

n -v 2

where n is the number of bound S.-states. For reasonable quark masses

n < 4. In the event that r does lie above the bottom threshold this state

would serve äs a uniquely large source of B-mesons. The width of the T"

is then given by

(2 )

where p is the phase space for the allowed two body decay

and M the matrix element for this process <BB|H|T"' >. If we assume this

matrix element to be the same äs for f'•* DO then r is determined by the

two-body phase space factor p. In the favourable case that T" lies just

over the BB" threshold this gives a width

by cutting in the spher ict ty distribution. For the remaInder of the

d i s c u s s i o n we shall assume that the estimate (5) is sound. Ue shall also

assume that tne luminosity of DORIS is 100/nb/day 3a). Together with (5) Uns

luminosity implies that it should be possible to obtain ^ 100 BB pairs/day.

3. THE KOBAYASIÜ-HASKAHA AHGLES

The success of the charm hypothesis along with the discovery of tlie r suggests

that the hadronic part of the weak charged current is constructed from

three quark doublets :

whera d., s,, and b, are linear combinations of the d, s, and b quarks. In

the old 4-quark model the mixing was determined by a single (Cabibbo) angle

0., whereas in the 6-quark model four anwies are required. In this case the
41Mixing is described by means of the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix ' :

(6)

20 HeV, (3)

which is of the same order äs the experimental resolution that can be

obtained at DORIS. Thus in this favourable case

rT„, % /?' • 20 MeV % 30 HeV . (4)

If we further assume the same radiative corre,ctions for all S.-states

we find that

T"'

Fig. l shows the spectrum of the S.-states äs observed in e+e~ - annihi-

Idtions including the T1" . The signal to background ratio can be enhanced

where

coso,

II =

sino.sine,,

sino.cosö. sino.sine.

iö

The corresponding couplings (u,c, t) • (d,s,b) are conveniently represented

on the diagram in Fig. 2. As wil l be noted presently ö, is sniall, and there

exist upper limits on o? and e, wnich are also small. Consequently, we have

put the cosines of these angles equal to unity in Fig. 2 and wil l take this

to be true throughout the remainder of this work.
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At present the angles o . , e„, e,, and 6 are regarded äs fundamental para-

meters to be taken from experiment. Of these only the angle e. is known
t \

with any degree of certainty. From superallowed ß-decay '

(8)

Only upper limits exist for the angles 69 and o,. From semileptonic hyperon

decays (« sin e. cos e,} it is known ttiat
f\° .

( 9 )

whereas from the K.-K^ mass difference and the present lower linit of

15 GeV for the mass of the top quark '

(10)

The angle 6 gives rise to CP-violation. From r(K. -» 2«) it is known

that

6 > 0.4° . (H)

From Fig. 2 we see that the couptings of the charmed quark are given by

sin e ( 1 2 )

whereas the bottom quark couples to c and u with strengths

16t) -> c : sin B., + sin e e
2

b -» u : sm e, s i n e . ( U )

In terms of physically observable particles this means D-meson decays are in-

senl i t ive to o? and e.,. However, we can obtain Information about these

angles from the decays of the open bottom ( B ) . Experience with the D 's

indicates that the non-leptonic decays cannot be relied upon for this pur-

pose because of strong interaction ef fects '. So we shall concentrate

on tlie leptonic inodes indicated in Fig. 3. From the branching ratio of

these decays we can extract a certain combination of the above angles.
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The branching ratio of the most important of the Kobayashi-Maskawa
Q\d decays is given by

r(B
P/D

0.08 sin o.

sin ep+sin e.,+ 2sino2sino-cos5

(14)

This branching ratio if difficult to measure. Even in the most favourable

case OT « e,

R .-^ 0.08
p/u

( I S )

Thus we are looking a 10S effect. Horeover, the singie lepton iriclusive

modes of B§ decay are subject to a serious background from the cc chaimel.

This tan be demonstrated by means of a simple Monte-Carlo calculation, the

results of which are shown on the graphs in Fig. 4. It is clear that 0 -

decays in flight cannot be kinematically separated from the plv decay of

the B '. On the other hand the like sign dilepton signal from the

B + D -»• K cascade is free of this background. Let us compare, for example,

(16)

with

0 •* K t 1 D •* K + l + (l?)

In the latter the leptons have opposite signs, so they can clearly be

separated from the former. Ue can also see from Fig. 4 that the suppressed

mode (>lu of the B can be separated kinematicaUy from the dominant Dl u

mode above 2.3 GeV. The Monte-Carlo indicates a fraction

f _ l? % (18)

of the leptons in the suppressed mode lie above 2.3 GeV.



Assuming no enhancement of the non-leptonic decay inodes of the B the

branching ratio for each lepton is 1/6. On the other hand for the second
lepton from the cascade D we have

D + X (•*. 100 %)

L K + 1 + v (10%/)epton]
(19)

Etectrons are identifiable in the ARGUS detector over their füll energy

ratige whereas muons are identifiable only above 700 MeV. The Honte-Carlo

indicates that in 30X of the events both like sign leptons are detected.

Thus the useful leptonic branching ratio is

R 1 1

ßB + all
(20)

0 l 0.3 = 0.09

The event rate to be expected for the signal from the suppressed mode is

given by

N = L • „(Bfi) Reß - f - Rp/D

-l

(21)

= 100 nb */day - 1.0 • 0.09 - 0.17 - R /D

With the ''.200 useful measuring days/y this amounts to a maximum number of

25 events/year depending on sine^ / sino, and cos 6. This number can be

improved if there exists a non-neg! igible probability to tag one B-meson

and to look für the plv - decay of the other B-meson. On the other hand the

number of events might slightly decrease due to the finite energy resolution

of the detector.

If cos 6 is close to unity, we can expect the followinq accuracy for the

ratio r = stn&2 / sino, after one year of runninq :

10 % if

< 0.25 (95% C.L.) if

< 0.25 (95% C.L.) if

(22)
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4. BB HIXING

One can also study B-ß mixing by means of the like.sign dilepton signal.

In this case the reactions are

D t 1T + D" + l +• v and h.c. (23)

These reactions are kinematical ly distinguishable from the K-M suppressed

mode of the previous section because, unlike the latter case, the spectrum

does not extend above 2.3 GeV. Horeover, the Itonte-Carlo indicates that a

lepton energy cut

E >_ 1.8 GeV (24)

will separate the reactions (23) from the principal background,

B -+ D + X 0 + 1 + u and h.c. ( 2 5 )

K + l + v

The Iow-energy peaking of the leptons from the cascade D (see Fig. 4) makes

this Separation possible,

Since the build-up of the B occurs only during the lifetime of the original

B, the important parameter that determines the amount of mixing is

Am,. (26)

where AmR R is the mass difference of tne longer and shorter üved

components and TB = l/l'ß is the average lifetime of the B 's . The mass

difference in (26) is related to the off-diagonal mass-iiatrix ei einen t

Am = 2 | < B ° | H | B ° > (Z?)

An esttmate of this matrix element has been given by E l l i s et a l . and by

Ali and Aydin '. Their calculations are based on an earlier analvsis

of the K, - Kp mass difference by Gaillard and Lee '. These authors showed

that within the franework of the Standard model the principal contributions
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to (27) conie from the diagram in Fig. 5 along with a virtual Z°-contribution

of the same Order. Ihe leading term is proportional to tlie square mass of the

exchanged quark of greatest mass, and the coupl ings of the quarks to the

W-bosons are weighted by the appropriate K-M matrix element. For the B§ System

the t-exchange dominates so that

2 . 2i . s in e, .sin (28)

With the proper factors inserted this gives

Am

i 700 Ger

. 2sin o,

sin
(29)

provided the angular factor in parenthesis is of Order unity and m. > 15
141' Note that this assumption implies 9« » e,, whereas 1n obtaininnGeV

the estiroate (22) it was assumed that 63 » &y- The point is that we

obtain a large Signal from (b •>• u) above 2.3 GeV if 6- » 6„ or a large

mixing Signal (B •- B) betow 2.3 GeV if ön » 6.,. On the other hand if

&2 ~ o, then both estimates are reduced; (22) is reduced by roughly a factor

of 4, whereas B -+ B mixing decreases by a factor of 16. For comparison we

observe that if this analysis is correct

im

r
(30)

Note that in contrast to the DO case Bß mixing can be substantial - almost

comparable to KK mixing. The reason for this is that the large mass of the
2

t-quark essentially compensates for one of the sin factors in (28), and the

decay probability is also Cabbibo-suppressed. On the other hand in the D-case

Ihe leading term conies from an exchange of an s-quark 1 5 )

:D°JH (m -
2 2l sin e, (31)

In Uns case the decay probability is Cabibbo-al lowed and the mass factors
p

are not suff icient to compensate for the sin factor. Consequently, the
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DD Splitting is small .

With the same set of assumptions concerning the production of BB we can
estimate the running time needed to measure the BB Splitting. The "wrong"

sign lepton signal is given by '

r(B * B * l* + v + D) l

r{B • « • ! " + 0 + D)

sin t

sin 6„+sin e-.+2sine2sine,cosfi

(32)

If the angular factor 1s of order unity, then this branching ratio > 0.05.

Summing over both signs we expect a branching ratio

r(B,B - i*r t rr t
r(B,B X)

(33)

in the entire dilepton Signal from direct leptonic decays of the B's (B's).

The Monte-Carlo indicates that 30% of the leptons from B •+ KLv (curve l in

Fig. 4) have Ej > 1.8 GeV, whereas only 2% of the background signal from

the B -+ D -+ KLv cascade lies in this region. This gives an effective Signal/

background ratio

§ n- D + l

D -* K + l t v

„ 10 30 0.1
- T' -T' ~TT > - 3 ' (34)

Thus the lepton spectrum ougilt to be sensitive to mixing in this region.

With ttie assunptions for Bß production given previously, the expected
event rate if given by

, L 0 n»
B H- a l l

• f ( E j > 1.8 GeV)'
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(R) = 100 nb'Vday 0.5 nb (1/3)2 0.1 (0.3)2

= 0.05 event/däy

Assuming 200 measuring days/year and

following result can be expected :

(35)

favouring B -+ B mixing, the

Measuring time ; 1.0 y

Ntimber of events : 10 t 5 (36)

Note : The number of events is sensi t ive to the top quark and could be

substant ial ly larger if the mass of the top quark is rauch larger than 15 GeV.

The error includes fluctuations in the background.

5. CP - VIOLAT10N

The di lepton Signal can also be used to test CP violation in B decays.
Tlie relevant quantity is

Im <B°|H |ß°> (37)

because if CP is conserved the off-diagonal elernents of the mass matrix are
real '. El l is et a l . pointed out that

tan Za (38)

This means a measurement of the parameter c constitutes a measurement of

the parameter <5. Since nothing is known about 6, CP violation, which is
2suppressed in the KK system by a factor sin e, can be substantial in the

- l B l l

BB System '. Experimentally E is measured by comparing the l l and 1"1"
ig\. The connection is '

r(B,B • X + l

r(B,B •* X t l*
(39)

In the event that E is small compared to unity this gives approximately

j r(B,B - X + l+ + 1+) - r(B,B •* X + l" + l")

r(B,ß -* x r ( B , B - X + l" +
(40)

We can thus use the same signal to study CP violation äs for Bß mixing.

The single sign Signal should be of the Order of half the signal predicted

by (36). Thus for a measurement of e the like sign signal should be not

larger than ̂  0.03 events/day for the favourable case o? » o,.

However, to look for CP-violation we can actually use a larger portion of

the spectrum. Since we look for a difference between l l and 1~1' it is

only necessary that the statistical fluctuations of the background leptons

from B * D -* Klv be less than the desired signal. The Honte Carlo indicates

that this will be the case if E, > 1.4 GeV, in which case 50S of the

lepton signal 1s useful. This raises the maximum expected event rate
201to 0.07 events/day, Therefore, we can expect the followinq ' :

Measuring time

Result

1.0 y

14 ± 5 events = > (41)

observation of CP violation (95£ C.L.)

If 6>3° .

A determination of this angle 6 would then possibly even set a lower lim i t

on the mass of the top quark should this quantity still be in doubt.

Horeover, recent measurement of the lifetime of the D-meson decaying in

an emulsion ' gives one the hope that this can also be accomplished for

the B. Roughly,

< )5 (sin2fl
2

in B,t2sinOpSinf),icos6)

20r„ for sin e^
(42)

The point is that the angle factor partically compensates for the increase

in phase space. The sensitivity of the D-measurement indicates that if

rU is of the order of the upper limit (42) it should be detectable. If so

then coupled with the measurement of the dilepton branching ratio and the
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detection of CP violation H should be possible at least in principle to

detennine ali the Kobayashi-Haskawa anqles from B-meson decays.

6. SUHMARY

Ttie rate decay modes of the B-meson harbor fundamental Information concerning

weak interactions. 'n particular observation of a like-sign dilepton

siqnal inay yield ttie ratio of the Kobayashi-Haskawa angles 8^ / 8, ,

the aniount of B-§ inixing, and the fundamental strength of CP-violation.

At the same time the expected low rates of these decays present a real

challenge to the experimentalist. 6y raising the maximum energy of DORIS a

few percent to get above tlie Bl threshold it should be possible to meet

this challenge with the ARGUS detector.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure l The Sj - states of the r-system. The vertical l ine on the

right indicates the probable position of ttie BB-threshold.

Figure 2 The weak couplings of the quarks in the 6-quark model of

Kobayashi and Maskawa.

Figure 3 The important leptonic decay modes of the B-meson.

a) Cacibbo al lowed mode

b) Cabibbo suppressed mode.

Figure 4 Leptonic decay spectra. The B-mesons are at rest whereas

the momentum of the D-meson is 5 GeV. For smal) momenta of

the B-mesons (pn T- 200 MeV/c) the difference in the B -. DK
B

and B -* plv - spectra remains essential ly the same. The

spectra are only slightly shifted to higher momenta.

Figure 5 Principal diagrams contributing to the off-diagonal elenents of

the mass matrix of the B.
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